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ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel wireless energy harvesting cooperative jammer (EH-CJ)-aided transmis-
sion scheme, which can enhance the security for cooperative cognitive radio networks (CCRNs), is proposed.
The EH-CJ first harvests energy from ambient radio frequency (RF) signals transmitted from the primary
transmitter (PT). This energy is then used to transmit jamming noise (JN), so that the performance of
eavesdroppers’ receptions is degraded, and also to deliver additional power to the secondary energy receiver
(ER). In this way, the proposed scheme can enhance the security and extend the lifetime for CCRNs. For
this system, we formulate an optimization problem for maximizing the secrecy rate of the secondary system
under transmit power constraints at the secondary transmitter as well as the EH-CJ, minimum harvested
energy at the secondary ER and information rate at the primary receiver (PR). Since this optimization
problem is not convex, we propose a two-stage optimization algorithm based upon the Charnes–Cooper
transformation and rank-one relaxation to solve it. Computer simulation results have demonstrated that the
proposed EH-CJ-aided scheme achieves better secrecy rate performance, as compared to an isotropic JN
scheme as well as compared to an equivalent scheme which does not use the aid of EH-CJ.

INDEX TERMS Cognitive radio, physical layer security, cooperative jammer, secure beamforming, energy
harvesting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the dramatical increase of data traffic, cognitive radio
has emerged as a promising technology of increasing the
spectrum efficiency in wireless networks [1]. In recent years,
a new paradigm named cooperative cognitive radio networks
(CCRNs) has been proposed to improve spectral efficiency of
cognitive radio networks [2]–[5]. With this cooperative trans-
mission strategy, the secondary transmitter (ST) can aid the
primary transmitter (PT) to relay information to the primary
receiver (PR), and in return the ST can utilize the primary
spectrum to transmit its own information.

However, because the broadcasting nature of wire-
less communication makes the information vulnerable to

eavesdropping, the physical layer security (PLS) has been
long recognized as an important condition for the proper
operation of CCRNs [6]. The theoretical basis for the PLS
was first proposed byWyner [7] in his seminal work, in which
he has introduced the wiretap channel and defined secrecy
capacity. In recent years, the emerging requirement for pre-
venting eavesdropping has led to the publication of several
PLS techniques which have been proposed to enhance the
security of various wireless communication systems, e.g.
see [8]–[13]. More specifically, in order to take advantage
of the benefits of the spatial degree of freedom provided by
the multiple transmit antennas, transmit beamforming has
been used to improve the secrecy performance of multiple-
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input single-output (MISO) systems [8]. In another approach,
the concept of artificial noise (AN), first introduced by Negi
and Goel [9], was used to enhance PLS by embedding noise
in the transmitted signal. For example, in [10], an AN aided
schemewas proposed tomaximize the achievable secrecy rate
of both primary and secondary links for the overlay CCRNs.
In [11], a joint design of transmit and AN beamformings was
proposed aiming at minimizing the transmit power at the ST
while guaranteeing the security for both PR and secondary
receiver (SR). In [12], the cooperative jammer (CJ) approach
was employed to generate jamming signal to degrade the
eavesdroppers’ reception. In [13], both relay-jammer and
collaborative beamforming schemes were used for improving
the security of the primary system.

It is noted that, since these secure transmission schemes
require only a fraction of the transmit power, the transmit
node is energy-constrained, and thus energy scarcity becomes
the bottleneck for enhancing the secrecy performance. This
observation has led to the concept of wireless power transfer
(WPT), which, in conjunction with simultaneous data trans-
mission, is widely known as simultaneous wireless informa-
tion and power transfer (SWIPT) [14]–[17]. WPT is a very
promising energy harvesting (EH) technique for prolonging
the lifetime of energy-constrained systems, whereby thewire-
less communication devices can harvest energy from radio
frequency (RF) signals. Focusing now on the security aspects
of the networks employing WPT, it is noted that, although
recently several papers have been published on this topic (see
e.g. [18]–[23]), most of them deal, one way or another, with
conventional and/or cognitive radio networks. As far as the
problem of secure communications for CCNRs employing
WPT is concerned, to the best of our knowledge, there exit
only few publications, i.e. [22] and [23]. More specifically,
Wu and Chen [22] have proposed a joint robust beamforming
and power splitting scheme to minimize the transmit power
at the ST for the CCRNs. However, in their design they have
only considered the harvested energy constraints at the PR
and SR, without considering of how to best use the harvested
power. On the other hand, Jiang et al. [23] have investigated
the joint design of secure beamforming and power splitting
at the EH ST to maximize the secondary system rate subject
to the secrecy requirement of the primary system. However,
they assumed that only single-antenna eavesdroppers were
present in their considered networks. It is also noted that the
secrecy performance of their design would become worse
when multiple multi-antenna eavesdroppers existed, as this
would cause more secrecy degradation.

In this paper, we follow another approach which takes
advantage of the jammer signal to enhance the security
aspects of CCRNs. In particular, we propose a novel wire-
less energy harvesting cooperative jammer (EH-CJ)-aided
scheme to guarantee secure communication for CCRNs in
the presence of multiple multi-antenna eavesdroppers. The
EH-CJ is employed to supply more energy to the secondary
energy receiver (ER), and also to degrade the performance of
potential malicious eavedroppers’ receptions. In order to do

so, we consider not only the harvested energy constraint at the
ER, but also how to take advantage of the harvested energy
at the EH-CJ to generate jamming noise1 (JN), to confound
the eavesdroppers. Aiming at maximizing the secrecy rate
of secondary system, we formulate the achievable secrecy
rate maximization problem subject to power constraints at
the secondary system and information rate constraint at the
PR. Specifically, we maximize the achievable secrecy rate
by jointly designing the retransmit beamforming matrix and
transmit beamforming vector at the ST and the covariance
matrix at the EH-CJ. To solve this non-convex problem,
we propose a two-stage optimization algorithm using the
Charnes-Cooper transformation and semidefinite relaxation
(SDR) techniques. For comparison purposes, and in order
to show the superiority of our novel scheme, we also obtain
the performance of the isotropic JN scheme and the scheme
without the aid of EH-CJ.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we describe with details the system model. In Section III,
we present both the EH-CJ-aided and isotropic JN schemes
and also analyze the optimization problem which maximizes
the achievable secrecy rate of the secondary system. Various
performance evaluation results obtained by means of Monte-
Carlo computer simulations are presented in Section IV. The
conclusions of the paper can be found in Section V.
Notations: |·| denotes the absolute value of a complex

scalar. (·)H , Tr (·), det (·), ‖·‖, rank (·), (·)−1 and BD (·)
denote the conjugate transpose, trace, determinant, Frobenius
norm, rank, inverse and block diagonalization of a matrix,
respectively. vec (·)means column-by-column matrix vector-
ization. 1 indicates a vector (or matrix) where all elements
are one. I denotes the identity matrix. ⊗ and � denote the
Kronecker product and Hadamard product, respectively. E[·]
means the statistical expectation for random variables. [a]+

means max {a, 0}. A � 0 indicates that A is a positive
semidefinite matrix. CN denotes the space of N × 1 matrices
with complex entries. x ∼ CN (m,V) means that vector
x is complex Gaussian distributed with mean vector m and
covariance matrix V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider secure communication for CCRNs in the pres-
ence of multiple multi-antenna eavesdroppers, as shown
through the block diagram of Fig. 1. The primary system
consists of a PT and a PR, whereas the secondary system con-
sists of an ST, an EH-CJ, one legitimate information receiver
(IR), one ER and K malicious eavesdroppers, each of which
is referred to as Eve-k (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K ) and collectively as
‘‘Eves’’. It is assumed that the ST and the EH-CJ are equipped
with Nt antennas, while each eavesdropper is equipped with
Ne antennas, with all the other nodes possessing a single
antenna. Following [24] and [25], it is further assumed that all
channels undergo quasi-static flat fading and that the global
perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the

1This noise is also known as AN.
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FIGURE 1. System model block diagram. Thick black lines represent the
first transmission phase, thin blue lines represent the second
transmission phase, solid arrow lines are signal streams, and the dashed
arrow lines are interference streams.

transmitter.We also consider the case where Eves are passive,
i.e., they listen but do not transmit signals, so that the receiver
nodes will not be attacked by the Eves [26].

During the first phase, the PT transmits its data to the PR,
so that the received signals at the PR, ST and EH-CJ can be
expressed as

y(1)p = fpxp + n(1)p (1)

yr = fsxp + nr (2)

yJ = fJ xp + nJ (3)

respectively, where xp ∈ C is the signal transmitted from the

PT and E
[∣∣xp∣∣2] = Pp; fp ∈ C, fs ∈ CNt×1 and fJ ∈ CNt×1

are the complex-valued channel responses from the PT to the
PR, to the ST and to the EH-CJ, respectively; n(1)p , nr and nJ
are the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) components
at the PR, the ST and the EH-CJ, distributed as n(1)p ∼

CN
(
0, δ2p

)
, nr ∼ CN

(
0, δ2r INt

)
and nJ ∼ CN

(
0, δ2J INt

)
,

respectively.
With the WPT technique, the harvested energy at the

EH-CJ can then be represented as

EJ = ηJ
(
Pp‖fJ‖2+Ntδ2J

)
(4)

where ηJ ∈ (0, 1] is the energy transfer efficiency at the
EH-CJ.

During the second phase, the ST acts as a relay to for-
ward the signal intended for the PR while transmitting its
own confidential information to its legitimate IR. Therefore,
the transmit signal at the ST is given by

x =Wpyr + wsxs (5)

where yr ∈ CNt×1 is the received signal vector at the ST
intended for the PR, with yr = fsxp + nr ;Wp is the transfor-
mation matrix to accomplish the amplify-and-forward (AF)
protocol; xs ∈ C is the confidential signal intended for the
IR with E

[∣∣x2s ∣∣] = 1; and ws is the beamforming vector
to process its own confidential signal xs. As previous stated,
the dimensions of Wp and ws are Nt × Nt and Nt × 1,

respectively. The transmit power at the ST can be expressed as

Pr = Pp
∥∥Wpfs

∥∥2 + δ2r ∥∥Wp
∥∥2 + ‖ws‖

2. (6)

Meanwhile, by consuming the energy harvested from the
PT, the EH-CJ generates JN, i.e. z ∈ CNt×1, to interfere with
the Eves in the secondary system, and z ∼ CN (0,Z), where
Z is the JN covariance matrix. Therefore, the transmit power
at the EH-CJ can be expressed as

PJ = Tr(Z) (7)

which is constrained by its harvested energy in the first phase.
The signals received at PR, IR, ER and kth eavesdropper

Eve-k are, respectively, given by

y(2)p = hHp x+ gHp z+ n
(2)
p

= hHp Wpfsxp + hHp Wpnr + hHp wsxs + gHp z+ n
(2)
p (8)

ys = hHs x+ gHs z+ ns

= hHs Wpfsxp + hHs Wpnr + hHs wsxs + gHs z+ ns (9)

yE = hHE x+ gHE z+ nE

= hHEWpfsxp + hHEWpnr + hHEwsxs + gHE z+ nE (10)

ye,k = HH
e,kx+GH

e,kz+ ne,k

= HH
e,kWpfsxp +HH

e,kWpnr +HH
e,kwsxs

+GH
e,kz+ ne,k , ∀k (11)

where hp ∈ CNt×1, hs ∈ CNt×1, hE ∈ CNt×1 and He,k ∈

CNt×Nt are the complex-valued channels from the ST to PR,
IR, ER and Eve-k , respectively; gp ∈ CNt×1, gs ∈ CNt×1,
gE ∈ CNt×1 and Ge,k ∈ CNt×Ne are the complex-valued
channels from the EH-CJ to the PR, the IR, the ER and
the Eve-k , respectively; and n(2)p ∼ CN

(
0, δ2p

)
, ns ∼

CN
(
0, δ2s

)
, nE ∼ CN

(
0, δ2E

)
and ne,k ∼ CN

(
0, δ2e INe

)
are

the AWGN components at the PR, the IR, the ER and the
Eve-k , respectively.

The harvested energy at the ER can be mathematically
expressed as

EE = ηE (Pp
∣∣∣hHEWpfs

∣∣∣2 + δ2r ∥∥∥hHEWp

∥∥∥2
+

∣∣∣hHEws

∣∣∣2 + gHE ZgE+δ
2
E ) (12)

where ηE ∈ (0, 1] is the energy transfer efficiency at the ER.
Noting that, the JN transmitted from the EH-CJ is treated

as noise at the PR, IR and Eves [12]. Assuming the maxi-
mal ratio combining (MRC) strategy is employed at the PR
to combine the received signals during the two phases [5],
the information rate at the PR can be expressed as

Rp =
1
2
log2

1+
Pp
∣∣fp∣∣2
δ2p

+

Pp
∣∣∣hHp Wpfs

∣∣∣2
Lp

 (13)

where Lp = δ2r
∥∥∥hHp Wp

∥∥∥2 + ∣∣∣hHp ws

∣∣∣2 + gHp Zgp + δ
2
p .
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The mutual information of ST-IR and ST-Eve-k is given by

Rs =
1
2
log2

(
1+

∣∣hHs ws
∣∣2

Ls

)
(14)

Re,k =
1
2
log2

∣∣∣∣INe + ∣∣∣HH
e,kws

∣∣∣2L−1e,k ∣∣∣∣ , ∀k (15)

respectively, where Ls = Pp
∣∣hHs Wpfs

∣∣2 + δ2r ∥∥hHs Wp
∥∥2 +

gHs Zgs + δ2s and Le,k = PpHH
e,kWpfsfHs W

H
p He,k +

δ2rH
H
e,kWpWH

p He,k + GH
e,kZGe,k + δ2e INe . Consequently,

the achievable secrecy rate of secondary system is given
by [27]

Rsec = [Rs −max
k

Re,k ]+, ∀k. (16)

III. ACHIEVABLE SECRECY RATE MAXIMIZATION
In the section, we present the details of the considered
optimization problem so that the achievable secrecy rate
can be maximized. In particular, we first propose the EH-
CJ-aided scheme by jointly designing secure beamforming
and JN covariance matrix. Then, for comparison purposes,
the same optimization problem will be considered by using
the isotropic JN scheme.

A. EH-CJ-AIDED SCHEME: JOINTLY DESIGN OF SECURE
BEAMFORMING AND JN COVARIANCE MATRIX
The aim here is to jointly design the beamforming matrix
Wp, beamforming vector ws and JN covariance matrix Z
for maximizing the achievable secrecy rate of the secondary
system subject to the following constraints: i) Transmit power
at the ST and the EH-CJ; ii) Harvested energy at the ER;
iii) Information rate at the PR. Mathematically this very
complex optimization problem can be formulated as

max
Wp,ws,Z

Rsec

s.t. Pr ≤ Ppre
PJ ≤ EJ
EE ≥ Epre
Rp ≥ Rpre
Z � 0 (17)

where Ppre > 0 represents the maximum available transmit
power at the ST; Epre > 0 denotes the minimum amount of
harvested energy at the ER; and Rpre > 0 is the minimum
information rate requirement at the PR.

Since this optimization problem is non-convex, we first
introduce a slack variable β and reformulate (17) as

max
Wp,ws,Z,β

log2

(
1+

∣∣hHs ws
∣∣2

Ls

)
− log2(

1
β
)

s.t. max
k

det
(
INe+H

H
e,kwswH

s He,kL−1e,k
)
≤

1
β
, ∀k (18a)

Pp
∥∥Wpfs

∥∥2 + δ2r ∥∥Wp
∥∥2 + ‖ws‖

2
≤ Ppre (18b)

Tr(Z) ≤ ηJ (Pp‖fJ‖2 + Ntδ2J ) (18c)

ηE (Pp
∣∣∣hHEWpfs

∣∣∣2 + δ2r ∥∥∥hHEWp

∥∥∥2 + ∣∣∣hHEws

∣∣∣2
+ gHE ZgE + δ

2
E ) ≥ Epre (18d)

Pp
∣∣∣hHp Wpfs

∣∣∣2L−1p ≥ γ (18e)
Z � 0 (18f)

where γ = 22Rpre − 1 − Pp
∣∣fp∣∣2δ−2p . Furthermore, due to

the constraint of (18a), we employ a two-stage optimization
approach to solve it. Specifically, the outer optimization prob-
lem is a function of β, which can be written as

max
β

log2 (1+ f (β))− log2(
1
β
)

s.t. βmin ≤ β ≤ 1 (19)

where the lower bound of β is derived from the fact
that the objective function is nonnegative, i.e. βmin =(
1+ Ppre|hs|2δ−2s

)−1
. Note that this outer problem is a func-

tion of β, and it can be solved using a one-dimensional line
search algorithm.

For a given β, the inner problem can be expressed as

f (β) = max
Wp,ws, Z

∣∣hHs ws
∣∣2

Ls
s.t. (18a)− (18f ). (20)

In order to facilitate the optimization problem given in (20),
the following parameters are introduced

wp = vec(Wp), X = wswH
s , Y = wpwH

p ,

M = (fTs ⊗ I)Y(fTs ⊗ I)H ,
B = BD(1Nt×Nt ,1Nt×Nt , · · · 1Nt×Nt ),
N = (1Nt×1 ⊗ I)T (B� Y)(1Nt×1 ⊗ I),

F = Pp
(
f∗s f

T
s ⊗ INt

)
+ δ2r IN 2

t
,

Q1 = PpM+ δ2rN,
Q2 = PpM+ δ2rN+ X,

Q3 = PpM− γ δ2rN− γX. (21)

Then, by substituting (21) into (20), the inner problem can
be reformulated as

max
X,Y,Z

hHs Xhs
hHs Q1hs + gHs Zgs + δ2s

s.t. max
k

(
β−1 − 1

)
(δ2e INe +HH

e,kQ1He,k

+ GH
e,kZGe,k )−HH

e,kXHe,k � 0, ∀k

Tr(FY)+ Tr(X) ≤ Ppre

Tr(Z) ≤ ηJ (PpTr
(
fJ fHJ

)
+ Ntδ2J )

hHEQ2hE + gHE ZgE + δ
2
E − η

−1
E Epre ≥ 0

hHp Q3hp − γ gHp Zgp − γ δ
2
p ≥ 0

X � 0, Y � 0,Z � 0

rank (X) = 1, rank (Y) = 1 (22)

where the first inequality constraint in (22) can be derived
by applying [27, Proposition 1]. The inner problem is still
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non-convex due to the linear fractional objective function
and rank-one constraints. Thus, the use of the Charnes-
Cooper transformation [28] and rank-one relaxation converts
the inner problem into a convex semidefinite program (SDP)
problem. By introducing the following variables

X = X̃
/
µ, Y = Ỹ

/
µ, Z = Z̃

/
µ, µ ≥ 0 (23)

the inner problem is equivalently formulated as

max
X̃,Ỹ,Z̃,µ≥0

Tr(X̃hshHs )

s.t. Tr(Q̃1hshHs )+ Tr(Z̃gsgHs )+ µδ
2
s = 1

max
k

(
β−1 − 1

)
(µδ2e INe +HH

e,kQ̃1He,k

+GH
e,k Z̃Ge,k )−HH

e,k X̃He,k � 0, ∀k

Tr(FỸ)+ Tr(X̃) ≤ µPpre

Tr(Z̃) ≤ µηJ
(
PpTr

(
fJ fHJ

)
+ Ntδ2J

)
Tr(Q̃2hEhHE )+ Tr(Z̃gEgHE ) ≥ µ(η

−1
E Epre − δ2E )

Tr(Q̃3hphHp )− γTr(Z̃gpg
H
p )− µγ δ

2
p ≥ 0

X̃ � 0, Ỹ � 0, Z̃ � 0. (24)

For a given β, the optimization problem in (24) is a stan-
dard convex SDP, which can be efficiently solved using some
existing software packages, e.g., CVX [29]. Clearly, when
the optimal solution

(
X̃∗, Ỹ∗, Z̃∗, µ∗

)
to problem in (24) is

derived, the solution (X∗,Y∗,Z∗) can be obtained via

X∗ = X̃∗
/
µ∗, Y∗ = Ỹ∗

/
µ∗, Z∗ = Z̃∗

/
µ∗. (25)

Since the rank-one constraint has been dropped, therefore
if X∗ and Y∗ satisfy the rank-one constraint, (X∗,Y∗,Z∗)
is the optimal solution to (22). In this way, the optimal
beamforming matrixW∗p and beamforming vector w∗s can be
acquired through eigenvalue decomposition, and the optimal
JN covariance matrix Z∗ is derived. If rank (X∗) > 1 and
rank (Y∗) > 1, the Gaussian randomization procedure can be
used to deriveW∗p and w

∗
s [30].

B. ISOTROPIC JN SCHEME: JOINTLY DESIGN SECURE
BEAMFORMING BASED ON ISOTROPIC JN
In order to evaluate the proposed EH-CJ-aided scheme fairly,
its performance should be compared with that of an equiva-
lent isotropic JN scheme. Note that the JN transmitted from
the EH-CJ interferes the eavesdroppers’ reception, as well as
degrades the signal quality at both the PR and the IR. To avoid
the interference caused to both the PR and IR by the EH-CJ,
we employ the null-space scheme. Specifically, isotropic JN
is distributed in the null space of the channels from the EH-
CJ to the PR and IR with the assumption that Nt > 2. In this
way, the JN transmitted from the EH-CJ can be expressed as

z = G⊥nz (26)

whereG⊥ = I−G
(
GHG

)−1GH denotes the orthogonal com-
plement projector of G = [gp gs], and nz ∼ CN

(
0, σ 2

z I
)
.

Then, the transmit power at the EH-CJ is

PJ = Tr(Z) = (Nt − 2) σ 2
z . (27)

Obviously, both the harvested energy at the ER and the
interference power at the Eves aremonotonic increasing func-
tions with respect to the parameter σ 2

z . Therefore, the value
of σ 2

z is derived as

σ 2
z = ηJ

(
Pp‖fJ‖2 + Ntδ2J

)/
(Nt − 2). (28)

We jointly design the beamforming matrix and beamform-
ing vector based on isotropic JN. By letting 9e,k = GH

e,kG
⊥

and LE = gHEG
⊥, the inner problem can then be reformu-

lated as

max
X,Y

hHs Xhs
hHs Q1hs + δ2s

s.t. max
k

(
β−1 − 1

)
(δ2e INe +HH

e,kQ1He,k

+ σ 2
z 9e,k9

H
e,k )−HH

e,kXHe,k ≥ 0, ∀k

Tr(FY)+ Tr(X) ≤ Ppre
hHEQ2hE + σ 2

z LEL
H
E + δ

2
E − η

−1
E Epre ≥ 0

hHp Q3hp − γ δ2p ≥ 0

X � 0, Y � 0

rank (X) = 1, rank (Y) = 1. (29)

By employing the Charnes-Cooper transformation and
rank-one relaxation, the optimization problem given in (29)
can be expressed as

max
X̃,Ỹ,µ≥0

Tr(X̃hshHs )

s. t. Tr(Q̃1hshHs )+ µδ
2
s = 1

max
k

(
β−1 − 1

)
(µδ2e INe +HH

e,kQ̃1He,k

+ µσ 2
z 9e,k9

H
e,k )−HH

e,k X̃He,k ≥ 0, ∀k

Tr(FỸ)+ Tr(X̃) ≤ µPpre
Tr(Q̃2hEhHE )+ µσ

2
z Tr(L

H
E LE ) ≥ µ(η

−1
E Epre − δ2E )

Tr(Q̃3hphHp )− µγ δ
2
p ≥ 0

X̃ � 0, Ỹ � 0. (30)

It can be easily seen that the optimization problem given
in (30) is convex SDP and can be solved similarly to the
optimization problem given in (24) by employing off-the-
shelf solvers, such as CVX [29].

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed scheme has been evalu-
ated by means of computer simulations using the following
assumptions as well as specific values for the various system
parameters. For the channel, we have considered the case
where all channel responses are composed of independent
identically distributed Rayleigh fading with path losses d−

α
2

(α = 3.5), while the distance between the ST/EH-CJ and all
other nodes was the same (1.5 m), and the distance between
the PT and the PR was 2 m. The noise variances at all the
receivers were assumed to be 0.5 mW. Moreover, and unless
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otherwise stated, Nt = 4, Ne = 3, ηJ = ηE = 0.8,
the target transmission rate at the PR was selected to be
Rpre = 2 bps

/
Hz, and the minimum harvested energy at

the ER was Epre = 5 dBm. The optimization problems have
been solved by using the CVX toolbox, and the performance
evaluation results, which will be presented next, have been
obtained by running an average of about 1000 Monte-Carlo
computer simulation experiments.

FIGURE 2. Performance evaluation results for Rsec vs. Pp for the three
schemes under consideration with K = 2 and 4.

FIGURE 3. Performance evaluation results for Rsec vs. Ppre for the three
schemes under consideration with K = 2 and 4.

FIGURE 4. Rsec performance evaluation as a function of Nt for the three
communication systems under consideration.

In Figs. 2-4, where the various performance evaluation are
presented, the proposed EH-CJ-aided scheme and isotropic

JN scheme are labeled as ‘‘EH-CJ-aided’’ and ‘‘isotropic
JN’’, respectively, while the scheme without the aid of EH-
CJ is labeled as ‘‘w/o aided EH-CJ’’. For the latter scheme, its
performance results were obtained by solving the optimiza-
tion problem given in (17) with Z = 0.
Figs. 2 and 3 present the performance evaluation results

of Rsec vs. Pp and Rsec vs. Ppre, respectively, of the three
schemes under consideration for K = 2 and K = 4.
In Fig. 2, the predefined transmit power at the ST is fixed
at Ppre=20 dBm. These results clearly show that the achiev-
able secrecy rate increases as Pp increases, while the perfor-
mance gain increases slowly when Pp is larger. Furthermore,
the performance gap between the EH-CJ-aided scheme and
the other two schemes is more evident as Pp increases. Note
that, in obtaining the performance results shown in Fig. 3,
the transmit power at the PT was fixed at Pp = 20 dBm.
It can be seen from these performance evaluation results that
the achievable secrecy rate increases as Ppre increases. This
happens because with increasing Ppre, there is more energy
that can be used at the ST to improve the achievable secrecy
rate. From both of the these figures, it is also observed that
the achievable secrecy rate decreases with K , and the pro-
posed EH-CJ-aided scheme can always achieve better secrecy
rate performance than both the isotropic JN scheme and the
scheme without the aid of EH-CJ.

In Fig. 4, we present the performance of Rsec vs. Nt , which
was obtained for Pp = 20 dBm and Ppre = 20 dBm, while
the number of Eves was K = 3. These results clearly show
that the achievable secrecy rate increases as Nt increases.
This observation is in agreement with the fact that multiple
transmit antennas can provide spatial degree of freedom to
enhance the secrecy performance. It can be also observed that
the achievable secrecy rate difference between the EH-CJ-
aided and without the aid of EH-CJ schemes becomes smaller
as Nt increases, which leads to the conclusion that less JN is
required when the degree of freedom increases. In addition,
the obtained performance evaluation results confirm the supe-
riority of the proposed EH-CJ-aided scheme since it always
yields better secrecy rate performance as compared to the
performance of the other two schemes.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel wireless EH-CJ-aided secure transmission scheme
for CCRNs in the presence of multiple multi-antenna eaves-
droppers has been presented. With the aim of maximizing
the achievable secrecy rate of the secondary system, subject
to power constraints at the ST and the EH-CJ, minimum
harvested energy constraint at the secondary ER and infor-
mation rate constraint at the PR, we have jointly designed
the retransmit beamforming matrix for the PT’s signal and
transmit beamforming vector for the ST’s signal at the ST, and
the JN covariance matrix at the EH-CJ. Various performance
evaluation results obtained by means of Monte-Carlo com-
puter simulation experiments have verified that the proposed
scheme can always achieve better secrecy rate performance as
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compared to the isotropic JN scheme and the scheme without
the aid of EH-CJ.
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